BACHELOR APPLICATION PROCESS WITH INTERNATIONAL DEGREE AT UNIVERSITY OF TWENTE

1. START APPLICATION
   - OSIRIS
     - APPLICATION
       - CONFIRMATION OF APPLICATION

2. UNIVERSITY OF TwENTE
   - ADMISSION
     - ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
       - NAVITAS
         - ARRANGE PAYMENT
           - PAYMENT / VISA / HOUSING
             - ENROLMENT

3. RESULT
   - ACCEPTED
     - MATCHING
       - YOUR CONFIRMATION

4. CONDITIONAL
   - NAVITAS
     - STATEMENT OF ENROLMENT
   - KICK-IN / FORMALITY MARKET

5. REJECTED
Did you apply for a Bachelor's degree programme at the University of Twente? If you have, you will receive an invitation to take part in an online matching survey shortly after your application has been confirmed (unless you have applied for the Technical Medicine programme or University College Twente).

After completing the survey, you will receive personalized advice on whether your expectations, interests and skills are a match for the programme of your choice. The results will not affect the admission process. For some programmes an additional activity like a personal interview may also be required.

**START APPLICATION**
You apply for the study programme of your choice via Studielink. The Studielink platform will ensure that your details are correctly submitted to the University of Twente.

**OSIRIS APPLICATION**
Your details will automatically be placed in our Student Information System ‘OSIRIS’. You will receive login credentials by email and will be asked to upload documents and enter additional information in order to finalise your application.

**CONFIRMATION OF APPLICATION**
Immediately following your application, you will receive confirmation by e-mail so you know your application has been received. If you are still required to submit documents, you will receive additional instructions via e-mail about what you need to do to complete your application.

**ADMISSION**
We first check whether we have all the information we need to assess your specific application. We will then determine whether you can be admitted to the study programme. Once you have submitted all relevant details, the admissions committee will assess your application. It may take some time before you hear whether you have been admitted.

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION**
If we require further information from you during the application process, we will of course let you know! If you receive no further communication from us, this means we have all the information we need to assess your application.

**ACCEPTED**
You will be sent an e-mail with an admission notice together with instructions for the confirmation of your application.

**CONDITIONAL**
This means that you do not yet comply with all the requirements for the study programme of your choice. The correspondence sent to you will explain what further actions you need to take for final admission. You may be required to pass a further examination.

**REJECTED**
In some cases you may not meet the admission requirements for the study programme of your choice and your application will be rejected. This will be explained in the letter that is sent to you by mail. In some cases, you may become eligible after successfully completing the International Foundation Year through Navitas. If that’s the case, you will receive information about the procedure.

**PAYMENT / VISA / HOUSING**
If necessary, we will arrange a visa for international students. Additionally, we will make every possible effort to find furnished accommodation for you. The visa application process will be started after the University of Twente has received the tuition fees, proof of financial means and the visa application fee. You will be guided through the process for housing and visa application by the University of Twente.

**ARRANGE PAYMENT**
You can arrange payment of tuition fees via Studielink. Students who require an entry visa or residence permit are required to pay the tuition fees during the visa application process.

**ENROLMENT**
When your tuition fees have been paid and you have submitted all necessary documents, a final check will be carried out. Once everything has been approved, we will enrol you for your study programme. You can follow this process via your ‘status’ in Studielink. If we have any further questions, we will get in touch with you. Make sure you keep a close eye on your mailbox!

**STATEMENT OF ENROLMENT**
You will receive a statement of enrolment and your student card by post.

**KICK-IN / FORMALITY MARKET**
The Kick-In is the introduction period for all new students at the University of Twente. This is the perfect opportunity to get to know one another, the university, the campus, the city of Enschede and all it has to offer; in other words, the ideal introduction to all the fun aspects of student life. All international students are required to attend the formality market (during the Kick-in introduction period). Here you will receive assistance in completing the formalities for living and studying in the Netherlands.